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{]x, oo^g-j, for a sub-base.
For terminology not explained here in measure theory, topology, and harmonic analysis, see [1] , [5] , and [6] , respectively. If A is a subset of B, we will write A ^ B; A d B will mean that A is a proper subset of B.
For sets A and B, we write A -B = {x : x e A, x$ B} and A A B = (A -B) U (B -A).
The empty set will be denoted by 0. For any set A, XA will denote the characteristic function of A.
1.2. STANDING HYPOTHESES. Let G be a set linearly ordered by the relation <. Suppose also that G has the order topology and that under this topology G is locally compact. For x,y e G, we define xy = max (x, y) . With this multiplication G is a locally compact topological semigroup.
1.3. Let (£ 0 (G) denote the linear space of all complex-valued continuous functions on G that are arbitrarily small outside of compact sets. For fe (£ 0 (G), let ||/|| = max xeQ \f(x)\.
Let ^f (G) consist of all countably additive, complex-valued, regular, finite Borel measures on G. Let © 0 *(G) be the linear space of all complex-valued bounded linear functional L on (£ 0 (G). For each L e (£ 0 *(G) there is a unique X e ^f(G) such that (1.3.1) L
(f) = \ f(x)dX(x)
Jo for all fe (£ 0 (G). Also for each Xe ^f(G), 1.3.1 defines a member of (£ 0 *(G). Under this correspondence, ^t(G) = (£ 0 *(G). We will associate L with X, M with [i, etc. Let A, e ^T(G). Then for Borel sets E S G, we define Proof. This is essentially proved in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 [3] ; however the proof in [3] that TZ A is multiplicative can be simplified. Let X y fie ^f (G) . According to Theorem2 [8] , X*fji(E) = X x ft{(x, y)eG x G: xy e E} for Borel sets E gG where X x pt is the product measure of X and 
which is a contradiction. Hence X is identically zero.
2.5. Theorem 2.3 identifies completely the homomorphisms of onto the complex numbers. Relation 2.3.1 associates each homomorphism 7t A of ^£ {G) with the semicharacter ty AtB . Hence we will usually consider G as consisting of the homomorphisms TC A . For X e ^f(G), we define X on G by
X is the Fourier transform of X. For 7c Ay 7r A , e G, we will write rc A < TC A , if and only if A a A'. Under this ordering, G is obviously linearly ordered. Evidently G is isomorphic to the maximal ideal space of ^J? (G) . The Gel'fand topology for G is the weakest topology for which all the functions X are continuous.
Henceforth we will write 7i al for ^h 8Oia] and 7r al for 7c^O Oial (a e G).
The symbol rc 0 may be taken to correspond to the zero homomorphism of ^f(G), the zero semicharacter of G, and the Dedekind cut {0, G}. 
In particular, we define V(h) = V(h ; G o ) and say that h has finite variation if V(h) < oo. 
\X\(B-A)=V(X;
In particular,
Proof. It is easy to show that V(X ; 
Proof. Suppose that R = ]x xl , 7r y] [ and let X =[x, y[. Evidently X is a locally compact subsemigroup of G. Throughout this proof, elements of X will be denoted by n ; whenever the symbol rt A occurs, it is tacitly assumed that 4gl and that {A, X -A} is a Dedekind cut of X. The functions X will be considered defined on G or X rather than G o or X o . For Borel sets E£ X, let X(E) = X(.E7 nlJ + M]" 00 , #[) We have X e ^#{X).
We now show that , xl [4] , X e ^T(X) has an inverse v e ^f(X). For Borel sets E gG, let -v(E n X) -
Evidently v e ^t(G).
It is now routine to verify 3.2.1. If R = ]7r x[ , TZ^], we let X = [x, co[ and repeat the preceding proof with the appropriate modifications.
NOTATION. For subsets A and B of G (or G o ), we write A < B if x e A and |/eB imply x < y and A <^ i? if a? e A and 2/ e i? imply x ^y.
Note, in particular, that 0 < A and A < 0 for any set A. Let P = fa , • • • , 7r m } be a finite subset of G Q where it x < 7T 2 < • • • < TT W . We will sometimes write E(X ; P) for
For 7z^ e G o , let 7^ = {X e ^f{G)\ X(A) = 0}. Note that 7 0 = Since each 7^(^ e G) is the kernel of the homomorphism iz A , the set {lA\n A eG is precisely the set of all regular maximal closed ideals in
The following theorem characterizes the closed ideals in
THEOREM. Let I g= ^t(G) be a closed ideal. Let H = {TC e G o : \(7t) = 0 for all X e 7}. Then H is closed in G o and (3.4.i)
i= n I*. 
Clearly some or all of the Z { may be void. Evidently we have:
(i) P = Zo U Px U ^ U P, U • • • U P fc -i U £*_! U P, U ^&; (ii) Z, < P, < Z, < P 2 < ... < P fc _ x < Z M < P fc < ^f c ;
(iii) znP=uW; 
Since the partition P' was arbitrary, we have V(X) ^ 2 ^ J and hence 3.4.2 is proved. Let s > 0. We shall ultimately show that there is a [i e I such that \\X -fjt || ^ 3s. Since e is arbitrary and I is closed, this will prove that X e I. It will then follow that 0*^6 iA £ /, completing the proof. 
7/1
We used the fact that ft is zero on [n Ai , n Xi {\ and \it y $, x Bi ] since these sets are disjoint from U. Finally, using 2.10, 3.1, and 3.4.7, we get 3.5. EXAMPLES. Let G = ]0,1[ and X e ^T(G) be ordinary Lebesgue measure. Then the ideal I -{X*fJt + aX: ft e ^f(G) and a is a complex number} is dense in ^(G) since X vanishes only at ;r 0 ; I is the ideal generated by X. If G = [0,1] and A, is Lebesgue measure, then I = {X*ft: fi e ^?(G)} is the ideal generated by X and / is dense in {X e MM) -0}.
The Herglotz-Bochner theorem for ^f(G).
This section generalizes §6 [3] . 4.1. DEFINITION. Let h be any bounded, real-valued, nondecreasing function on G o . Let A denote a partition {*". }?=<> of G where t 0 < t x < < t^. For an arbitrary complex-valued function /on G, let 
. Then there exists a X e ^/S(G) such that X -h if and only if
The proof is a tedious lengthy extension of the proof of Theorem 6.7 [3] and uses 4.2, 4.3, 3.1, 4.5, and 1.11 (G) .such that v -<j>oX. [0, <x>[ to [0, &>[ that is non-decreasing, absolutely continuous on all intervals [0, M] , and such that 0(0) = 0. Then for every nonnegative measure X e there exists a nonnegative v e ^/f(G) such that v -cj>oX.
THEOREM. Let <f> be a continuous function from

COROLLARY. Let X e ^f(G).
Then there exists a v e such that v{n) = |X(TT)| for all % e G o .
COROLLARY. Let X e ^/f(G).
Then there exists a v e ( such that v(n) = X(TC) for all n e G o ; here z denotes the complex conju-gate of z. In other words, ^f(G) is self-adjoint (see page 88 [6] 5.6. It is natural to ask whether Theorem 5.2 is valid for more general measures X; one might hope that the result would be valid at least for X e ^f(G) for which X is nonnegative. If this were the case, 5.5 would also generalize. However, we will see in 5.7 that this is not the case whenever G is infinite. Theorem 5.7 also shows that the Lipschitz condition assumed for ^ in 5. It can be shown that X satisfies the conclusions of the theorem. If G does not have an infinite subset as above, then G has an infinite subset {%i}7=i such that x { > x i+1 for all i. This case is treated in a similar manner.
5.8. It is evident from 5.7 that ^//{G) (G infinite) is not isomorphic as an algebra to the algebra & 0 (X) for any locally compact space X. In the contrary case, ^f/(G) would be isomorphic to K 0 (G) and the isomorphism would be X -• X. However, if h e (£ 0 (G) is nonnegative,. then for some h 0 e (£ 0 (G), we have hi -h.
Finally, the result of 8.3 [3] holds for locally compact G. That is. 
THEOREM. A measure X e ^f/(G) is idempotent if and only if X is of the form:
